
Background

In this song, the main theme is “Use it up, wear it out, make it do or do without.” The lyrics highlight 
how easy and common it is to throw things away and not use all we have instead of fixing, finding 
other ways to use, and conserving common household items. We should try and find the value in used 
objects. It is also important that we see how the process of decomposition affects different items in 
order to truly understand the life cycle of our trash and its potential consequences.

We also get an idea in this song of how the consumption culture of the Great Depression and World 
War II was very different from today. The song mentions how a grandmother who lived through World 
War II had to save and cherish every little thing she had, and she is aghast that people these days seem 
to think they never have enough. Just as the person in the song decides to stop wasting unnecessarily, 
we too can decide that there are better options for objects past their prime besides simply throwing 
them away.

Materials 
For each team (4 people per team):
5 aluminum/plastic coffee cans, (labeled: compost, household 
hazardous waste, landfill, recycle and reuse)
Ziploc bag
Colored construction paper strips or popsicle sticks, each one 
labeled with an item that might be thrown in the trash (see list 
on following pages for suggestions)

Trash and Treasure
Grades 6-8

This activity was designed as a companion for the music video “Use It Up.”
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Objective  
In this lesson students will analyze samples of garbage (simulated by sorting paper labels) and develop 
creative ways to encourage conservation practices such as reusing and recycling. They will utilize a 
practical approach of real item examples, brainstorming alternatives to throwing everything away. 
Together, the class will generate meaningful discussion about renewable, non-renewable, reusable, and 
recyclable resources as community conservationists.

Did you know?

Today, 1.8-2.2 kg (4-5 lbs) 
of waste per day are thrown 
away by each person in 
America. Most of it goes 
into landfills.



  

Step 1: Explain definitions

Reuse – to use again, especially in a different way
Household hazardous waste – common substances that, when disposed of without special care, pose a 
potential or substantial threat to human, animal, or environmental health (e.g. bathroom drain clean-
er)
Recycle – to use again, extract useful materials from waste, or pass through a cycle another time (e.g. 
we can recycle the cardboard boxes)
Compost – the product resulting from the controlled biological decomposition of organic material 
(e.g. banana peels and apple cores break down into compost)
Landfill – a system of trash and garbage disposal in which the waste is buried in the earth and covered 
with soil

Step 2: Label “trash”

These labels may be copied onto colored construction paper and cut out or glued onto color-coded 
popsicle sticks.  Use a unique color for each group’s set of paper strips of popsicle sticks to ensure that 
sets do not get mixed up.
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Brown paper grocery bag Plastic shampoo bottle Hamster cage paper and droppings

Old plastic lunch box   Green glass drink bottle  Bottle of kitchen disinfectant cleaner

Aerosol can of hairspray  Peach pits    Plastic window cleaner bottle

Apple core    Cereal box    Small amount of dry oil paint in a can

Coffee grounds   Broken washing machine  Lamp without an electric cord
 
Broken bicycle   Plastic lotion bottle   Computer paper printed on one side

Cardboard box   Clock - alarm doesn’t work  Large box of costume jewelry 

Banana peel    Spilled baking soda   Paper, written on both sides

Broken CD   Shoes that are too small Small amount of latex paint left in a can

Doll, slightly worn  Necklace with broken clasp Old jeans-- too small, worn at knees



 

Reflection questions

• How did the trash pickup at the beginning make you feel about waste and pollution?
• How much of the trash you collected could have been reused or recycled?
• Which items in our classroom landfill do you predict will break down quickly?
• Which items do you predict will take a long time to break down?
• Are there some items that look as if they’ll never break down?
• Imagine this experiment on a much larger scale. Do you think the Earth can handle all
of this garbage?  How can people work together to conserve?
• How do landfills affect air? How do they affect water?
• What can we do to reduce the amount of garbage we create in order to help nature?
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Half-used spiral notebook Spoiled hamburger meat Chicken bones  

Cotton T-shirt   Used cat litter   Cracked plastic soap dispenser  
 
Old business cards  Plastic milk jug  Aluminum soda can  

Broken plastic fork  Corn husks   Can of drain cleaner  

Used file folders  Moldy cottage cheese  Worn-out car tires 

Broken weedeater  Bacon grease   Broken clear drinking glass  

Juice box   Used disposable diaper  5-year-old English grammar textbook  
 
Styrofoam fast-food box Newspapers   Dead AA batteries

Spray can of deodorant Sock -- hole in toe  Paperback book

Half-used coloring book Torn poster   10-year-old computer -- works fine

Walnut shells   Grass cuttings   Leftover macaroni and cheese

Bleach bottle   Rubber band   Cardboard frozen juice container

Egg shells   Potato peelings   Brown glass medicine bottle

Plastic soda bottle  Glass baby food jar  Used cotton balls

Empty soup can  Deflated leather football Cracked ceramic coffee mug

Waxed milk carton  Brown glass bottle   Paper, printed on one side

Broken watch   Broken lawn mower   Nearly empty pesticide can

2-inch pencil stub   Plastic grocery bag  Paper sack from fast food restaurant
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Step 3: Have teams sort ‘trash’

Give each team of four or five students a set of labeled cans and a ziploc bag of “trash.” Have them
sort their “trash” into the receptacles, discussing their decisions and how they relate to conservation as 
they sort. Allow 10 - 15 minutes for this part of the activity. At the end of this time, check what each 
group has in its landfill. Do the groups have similar items? Why or why not?

Step 4: Discuss reusing

Have students think about the different kinds of things people throw away and conserve. Ask the fol-
lowing questions, modifying for age if necessary:

•Where do the items at scrap or junkyards and antique stores come from?
•Discuss how used items are still useable to others and are part of a cycle of conservation.
•What might there be in one person’s trash that might be a treasure to others? Relate any personal
experiences with such discoveries.
•Has anyone in the class sold scrap metals, used appliances, or furniture for money?

Emphasize that many things we throw away have value and can be reused and conserved. There are 
economic as well as environmental benefits to these decisions.

OPTIONAL 

To practice reuse in the classroom, hold a clothing drive, clothing exchange among each other or toy 
collection and donate what you collect to a local Goodwill or Salvation Army.

•Ask students to think of other ways in which waste could be used and conserved rather than disposed 
of. Why is quick disposal such a large part of our society? Highlight that after World War II, a “dispos-
able society” developed in our country. 
•Briefly discuss with students the possibility of recycling certain materials such as bottles, plastic, soda 
cans, and newspapers. How does it affect environmental and economic decisions?
For concrete examples, use your local recycling sites as examples of monetary saving and what in-
creased recycling means for your community. Discuss short term and long term benefits.
•How can we conserve using yard waste such as grass clippings and raked leaves?
Elicit from students the idea that yard waste can be composted to produce fertilizer that enriches
and improves the consistency of our soils.

Adapted from Tennessee Solid Waste Education Project: 
http://www-tnswep.ra.utk.edu/reuse/reuse.pdf


